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custom yaml not loaded in flexform field for cke editor
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Description
If I use flexform and following code:
<TCEforms>
<label>Subtitle</label>
<config>
<type>text</type>
<cols>48</cols>
<rows>5</rows>
<enableRichtext>1</enableRichtext>
</config>
</TCEforms>
custom yaml configuration of cke is not loaded.
Related issues:
Related to TYPO3 Core - Bug #83809: ckeditor: custom config not loaded in fle...

Closed

2018-02-08

Related to TYPO3 Core - Bug #81893: ck_editor: Linefeeds added after each save

New

2017-07-17

Associated revisions
Revision 8fc01bb9 - 2018-11-02 10:27 - Patrick Lenk
[BUGFIX] Provide effectivePid for flexforms segment
Custom ckeditor config is now loaded in flexforms.
Resolves: #83809
Related: #81748
Releases: master, 8.7
Change-Id: I9c0fe85d81f3e34209cd52afee18594e49020f54
Reviewed-on: https://review.typo3.org/58797
Tested-by: TYPO3com <no-reply@typo3.com>
Reviewed-by: Benni Mack <benni@typo3.org>
Reviewed-by: Wouter Wolters <typo3@wouterwolters.nl>
Tested-by: Benni Mack <benni@typo3.org>
Reviewed-by: Anja Leichsenring <aleichsenring@ab-softlab.de>
Tested-by: Anja Leichsenring <aleichsenring@ab-softlab.de>
Revision d16606b3 - 2018-11-02 11:47 - Patrick Lenk
[BUGFIX] Provide effectivePid for flexforms segment
Custom ckeditor config is now loaded in flexforms.
Resolves: #83809
Related: #81748
Releases: master, 8.7
Change-Id: I9c0fe85d81f3e34209cd52afee18594e49020f54
Reviewed-on: https://review.typo3.org/58823
Tested-by: TYPO3com <no-reply@typo3.com>
Reviewed-by: Anja Leichsenring <aleichsenring@ab-softlab.de>
Tested-by: Anja Leichsenring <aleichsenring@ab-softlab.de>
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Revision d44e84fc - 2019-06-19 08:42 - Benni Mack
[BUGFIX] Use proper configuration when processing FlexForms in DataHandler
This change removes the "TCEforms" option when parsing
FlexForms data in DataHandler, when dealing with FlexForms
that contain sheets.
This way, FlexForms RTE configuration is properly set
and no double spacings for linebreaks are used.
According to the issue, this only happened when
fields specifically within sheets are configured,
for fields without sheets, this has been working
already.
In order to ensure both cases are working, tests
are applied for both variants.
Resolves: #80778
Resolves: #81748
Releases: master, 9.5, 8.7
Change-Id: I38facfa9e1065d4730f895aa178a049c07c443f8
Reviewed-on: https://review.typo3.org/c/Packages/TYPO3.CMS/+/60902
Tested-by: TYPO3com <noreply@typo3.com>
Tested-by: Jan Kornblum <jan.kornblum@gmx.de>
Tested-by: Anja Leichsenring <aleichsenring@ab-softlab.de>
Reviewed-by: Jan Kornblum <jan.kornblum@gmx.de>
Reviewed-by: Anja Leichsenring <aleichsenring@ab-softlab.de>
Revision eb8842b8 - 2019-06-19 09:51 - Benni Mack
[BUGFIX] Use proper configuration when processing FlexForms in DataHandler
This change removes the "TCEforms" option when parsing
FlexForms data in DataHandler, when dealing with FlexForms
that contain sheets.
This way, FlexForms RTE configuration is properly set
and no double spacings for linebreaks are used.
According to the issue, this only happened when
fields specifically within sheets are configured,
for fields without sheets, this has been working
already.
In order to ensure both cases are working, tests
are applied for both variants.
Resolves: #80778
Resolves: #81748
Releases: master, 9.5, 8.7
Change-Id: I38facfa9e1065d4730f895aa178a049c07c443f8
Reviewed-on: https://review.typo3.org/c/Packages/TYPO3.CMS/+/61059
Tested-by: TYPO3com <noreply@typo3.com>
Tested-by: Benni Mack <benni@typo3.org>
Reviewed-by: Benni Mack <benni@typo3.org>
Revision 7f5597e8 - 2019-06-19 12:02 - Benni Mack
[BUGFIX] Use proper configuration when processing FlexForms in DataHandler
This change removes the "TCEforms" option when parsing
FlexForms data in DataHandler, when dealing with FlexForms
that contain sheets.
This way, FlexForms RTE configuration is properly set
and no double spacings for linebreaks are used.
According to the issue, this only happened when
fields specifically within sheets are configured,
for fields without sheets, this has been working
already.
In order to ensure both cases are working, tests
are applied for both variants.
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Resolves: #80778
Resolves: #81748
Releases: master, 9.5, 8.7
Change-Id: I38facfa9e1065d4730f895aa178a049c07c443f8
Reviewed-on: https://review.typo3.org/c/Packages/TYPO3.CMS/+/61089
Tested-by: TYPO3com <noreply@typo3.com>
Tested-by: Benni Mack <benni@typo3.org>
Reviewed-by: Benni Mack <benni@typo3.org>

History
#1 - 2017-12-09 15:47 - Riccardo De Contardi
- Category set to RTE (rtehtmlarea + ckeditor)
#2 - 2018-05-29 23:02 - Vendy Tjung
- Related to Bug #83809: ckeditor: custom config not loaded in flexform / problem determining pid added
#3 - 2019-06-17 08:45 - Gerrit Code Review
- Status changed from New to Under Review
Patch set 5 for branch master of project Packages/TYPO3.CMS has been pushed to the review server.
It is available at https://review.typo3.org/c/Packages/TYPO3.CMS/+/60902
#4 - 2019-06-19 08:43 - Gerrit Code Review
Patch set 1 for branch 9.5 of project Packages/TYPO3.CMS has been pushed to the review server.
It is available at https://review.typo3.org/c/Packages/TYPO3.CMS/+/61059
#5 - 2019-06-19 08:49 - Gerrit Code Review
Patch set 1 for branch TYPO3_8-7 of project Packages/TYPO3.CMS has been pushed to the review server.
It is available at https://review.typo3.org/c/Packages/TYPO3.CMS/+/61089
#6 - 2019-06-19 09:00 - Benni Mack
- Status changed from Under Review to Resolved
- % Done changed from 0 to 100
Applied in changeset d44e84fccb90d0a3c0f3bed89143057498caba4f.
#7 - 2019-06-19 09:37 - Gerrit Code Review
- Status changed from Resolved to Under Review
Patch set 2 for branch TYPO3_8-7 of project Packages/TYPO3.CMS has been pushed to the review server.
It is available at https://review.typo3.org/c/Packages/TYPO3.CMS/+/61089
#8 - 2019-06-19 10:00 - Benni Mack
- Status changed from Under Review to Resolved
Applied in changeset eb8842b8710f55f122ca99d68be5a146f863b7f0.
#9 - 2019-12-23 22:48 - Benni Mack
- Status changed from Resolved to Closed
#10 - 2020-01-09 16:49 - Benni Mack
- Related to Bug #81893: ck_editor: Linefeeds added after each save added
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